
New Member Procedure

Membership Procedure
1. All notices sent out Noting the Jan. 31st  deadline

a. It is the responsibility of the member to report change of address and phone 
number. 

2. Jan. and February Membership meetings only we take in new membership applications.
a. Adjust applications back to having two members sign for them.
b. This comes with a responsibility to the club and our members.  Please be prepared 

to speak about this person if they are drawn Family, Military, or Public.
3. After the Jan. 31st deadline the board should be notified of how many openings are 

available
a. The order that they will be filled is immediate family, military, and then public.
b. The definition of immediate family; is Spouse, Mother, Father, Brother , Sister,       

Son or Daughter in-law, Grandchild
c. The definition Military; any Armed forces, active or vets. 
d. The definition of public; anyone that has two recommendations and has never been 

removed from the membership.
4. Family first procedure.  

a. Separate the immediate family applications first.
b. If there is enough open spots fill them with the immediate family options. 
c. If there is NOT enough openings to fill the openings there must be a lottery drawn 

by the board to fill the spots.
d. Lottery should be put face down on the table by one person that does not get to 

draw. Each board member draws one random application until the positions are 
filled.

5. Military procedure
a. If there is NOT enough openings to fill the openings, there must be a lottery drawn 

by the board to fill the spots.
b. Lottery should be put face down on the table by one person that does not get to 

draw. Each board member draws one random application until the positions are 
filled.

6. Public draw procedure 
a. If there is NOT enough openings to fill the openings, there must be a lottery drawn 

by the board to fill the spots.
b. Lottery should be put face down on the table by one person that does not get to 

draw. Each board member draws one random application until the positions are 
filled.

7. All new applicants must be recommended by two members and by recommending them 
you may be contacted to verify your recommendation.   

Paul Bond
President Richland County Fish &Game Club
Phone # 419 512-9919


